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Introduction

On March 30, 1981, Counsel for the NRC Staff served on the Board

and the parties copias of the NRC Staff's Fnvircrmental Inpact Appraisal

(EIA) relating to the proposed restart of Three Mile Island, thit 1.

The intent to prepare this document hc.d been announced by NRC Staff

Counsel at the Novecher 9,1979 Special Prehearing Conference. Tr. 373.

On <'pril 9, 1981, intervenor Steven C. Shally n e d the Board to

reject the Staff's EIA or to grant permission to raise new contentions.

The Coruonwealth herein responds to Mr. Sho11y's notion and addresses

the adequacy of the EIA.

Jurisdiction

The Board's first consideration should be whether it has juris-

dicticn over NEPA questions in this proceeding. In its March 12, 1980

, Memorandum on the Need for Preparing a Final Envirot-nen1 Statement"

of IMI-1" [ hereinafter " March 12, 1980 mecerandum'') ,
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the Boa-d expressed streng doubt egarding its jurisA4rHm to consider

the NEPA issue, noting that the Board's authority as lic:f.ted by the

Comission's August 9,1979 Order and Notice of Hearing. If this

Board finds that it has no jurisdiction over the NEPA question, the

camm=al h presunes that the Comission will publish a notice of at

negative declaration in the Federal Register in accordance with

10 C.F.R. 55 51.7, 51.50(d), and the intervenors will then be

entitled to seek jndicini relief. For the reasons stated below,

boever, the Or. ms.lth bslieves that this is not the 4pwpdate e

course of action. .

In its July 31, 1980 Position Report, at 6, the CWth

urged the Board "to decide the question of thether an EIS is required

as early as possible in this proceeding to avoid potential further

delay in final resolution of the restart petition." The Cammwealth

still believes that an exercise of jurisdiction by this Board over

NEPA questions, along with the subsequent mmmtic certification to

| the Comission, muld ulti:nately produce the unst efficient and orderly

i disposition of the issues.
:

The Board's decision on the question of NEPA jurisdiction should be

governed by two general principles. First, it is well settled that

14cmaing boards have an " independent obligation to assure that the

,
i:portant policias of [NEPA] have been protected by the agreed course

of action." Consolidated Edison Cocpany of New York, Inc. (Indian

Point Nuclear Generating Station, l'ait No. 3), 2 Nuc. Reg. Rep. (CCH)

130,027.03, (1976) (Cccr::ission Mecorandum and Order). See also,

. .. _ . . - . . -. .- _ . -._. - -- . - . - - _ - . .
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Northern Indiana Public Service Co. , (Railly Generating Station,
i

Nuclear 1) AIAB-303, 2 Nuc. Reg. Pep. (CCH) 130,031.06, (1975).

The restart of M-1, over which this Board has jurisdiction, is not

exenpt from the Agecy's responsibilities under NEPA. This does not

inply that the Board has un14drad jurisdiction over all possible NEPA

issues involving M -1. Rather, an analogy should be drawn to the
,

'

Board's standard for exercising jurisdiction over safety-related issues,

in this procaading. 'Ihe Board accepted contentions on all safety issues

having a ramamable nexus to the M-2 accident, regardless of whether

; the issue was set forth esplicitly in the Comission's Order and Notice

of Hearing. First Special Prehearing Conferece Order, at 14. Similarly, ,

.

the Board should assune its responsibility to ensure coupliance with

NEPA with respect to all envim-mmi issues that have a ramamable

nexus to the M -2 accident. Thus, the Board has jurisdiction over all
.

environmental issues that haw changed as a result of the M-2 accidet,

or new environmental issues resulting from the M-2 accident.

%md, it is a general principle of NEPA law that, in making a
,

negative declaration, federal aganciaa are obligated to produce an

administrative record facilitating judic4al review. In Hanly v.

Mitchell, the Court ruled that NEPA requires " federal agencies to

affirmatively develop a reviewable envirmmane=1 record . .. perfurstory

and conclusory language simply does not suffice, eve for purposes of

| a threshold heim 102(2)(c) decarminaticn." 460 F.2d 640, 647

(2d Cir. 1972). Accord Hanly v. Kleindienst, 471 F.2d 823

i (2d Cir.1973); Arizona Public Service Co. v. Federzl Power Com. ,
l

483 F.2d 1275 (D.C. Cir.1973). NRC case law also accepts this concept.|

Northern Indiana Public Service Co. , suora, 130,031.06.

I

!
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@sent the preparation of an EIS, the parties uust be given some forum

to develop an administrative record regarding potential deficienciaa in

the NEPA process. This requirement is also expressly recognized in the

|
NRC Rules of Practice:

|

| In any proceeding in sich a hearing is held for the
issuance of a permit, license, or order, or amand=mt thereto
or renewal thereof, where the Director of Nuclear Reactor,

j

l Regulation or Director of Nuclear Material Safety and Safe-
guards or their designee, as appropriate has determinedl

that no envi.mtal inpact statement need be prepared
! for the particular action in question, any party to the
| proceeding uny take a position and offer evidence

on the aspects of the proposed action covered by NEPAl

and this part in accordance with the provisions of
Subpart G of Part 2 of this chapter. In such pro-
ceedings, the cresiding officer will decide any such;

matters in controversy acong the parties.
|

10 C.F.R. S 51.52(d) (enphasis added).1 This provision grants the Board

jurisdiction over NEPA questions that are within the scope of this

proceeding. It may be argued that the Staff's EIA constitutes an

adequate aMnistrative record on which to base a jMicial appeal of
|

coupliance with NEPA for this agency action. The EIA is limited,

however, to the environmental issues defined by the Staff. Mr. Shelly's

untion asserts that there are addi imni areas, not considered by thet
L

!

Staff, that warrant evaluation. Agencies are required to take into

| account all relevant factors on detaMnat mn to issue negative4

declarations. Hanly v. Mitchell, 460 F.2d 640, 648 (2d. Cir.1972).

Thus, the agency "is called upon to review in a general fashion the

same factors that would be studied in depth for preparation of a

detailed environmental inpact statement." Hanly v. Kleindienst,

1 Proceedings in which ehen1 inpact statements are clearly
required, such as construction permit or operating license proceedings,
are covered by 10 C.F.R. 5 51.52(a)-(c). Proceedings in which a negative
declaration is issued, such as this case, are encocpassed by 10 C.F.R.
5 51.52(d).

. - ,. - .- . .- . .- .- . . - - . _-. -- - -. .
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471 F.2d 823, 835 (2d. Cir.1972). Caly the ' depth of analysis differs

between an EIA and an EIS; the scope of issues considered is the same.

Therefore, absent an order by the Board that the Staff consider these

areas in a supplement to the EIA, or an epyvtunity to present evidence

on these issues pursuant to 10 C.F.R. S 51.52(d), or an adjudicative

ruling that the issues cited by Mr. Sholly are not cognizable in an NRC
'

NEPA review, there will be a couplete void in the administrative record

justifying the agency's da 4= inn not to consider these issues. Such a

void is likely to produce a remand by a reviewing court, and consequently,

additional delay in the final resolution of the 1MI-l restart issue.

Finally, the Cn=rmealth notes that both the Board and the

Conmission have, by is lication, recognized the potential applicability

of NEPA to this proceeding. In the Order and Notice of Hearingzthe

Conmission wrote:

W ile real and substantial concern attaches to -

' issues such as psychological distress and others
| arising from the contiming inpact of aspects of the
'

Three Mile Island accident unrelated directly to

exposure to radiation on the part of citizens living
near the plant, the Conmission has not decem4=d
whether such issues can legally be relevant to this

proceeding. Any party wishing to raise such subjects
! as contentions, or as aspects of separate contentions,

should brief the Atomic Energy Act and Nationc1
Environmental Policy Act issues he believes ayytopriate
to the Board as part of the contention acceptance process
set out in the Conmission's regulations. The Board
should then certify such issues to the Conmission for
final decision prior to the issuance of its pre-

' hearing conference order pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 2.752(c),,

either with or without its reconmendation on such issues,
as it deems appive late under the circtustances. Atr

the time the Conmission reaches a decision on these
issues, it will also consider whether it can and should
grant financial assistance to parties seeking to raise
these issues in this case.

,

,
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Slip op. at 13. (enphasis addad). A close reading of this language

suggests cere4 ficae4m to the Cocmission as an alternative to hearing

evidence on potential areas of deficiency in the Staff's NEPA analysis

for envirnrmmeri issues not related to radiological hazards, such as

socioeconand.c inpacts. Only the narrow issue of psychological stress

has been certified to the Conmission pursuant to this 1ang" age. Although

other contentions raised socioacnr=de i@ acts in general in tM NEPA

context, e.g., 'DfIA 8, rulings on these contentions tere deferred by the

Board pending staff preparation of the EIA. More inportantly, the

Conmission expressed doubts only over the relevance of considering

nonradiological mvironmental factors in this proceeding under NEPA.

'Ihis iglies that radiological environmental issues, such as Class 9

accidents and plant separation (both raised in Mr. Sholly's notion),

are clearly cognizable in this proceeding under NEPA. .

For the foregoing reasons, the Cocmonwealth urges the Board to

pass on the merits of NEPA issues related to the restart of 'DfI-1.

Such jurisdiction could take a nunber of possible forms. First, tM

Board could order the staff to supplement its EIA to consider the

additional environmental issues posed by Mr. Sholly and other parties

2 The Cocmonwealth is somewhat puzzled over the status of existing
NEPA contentions. Although some of these contentions have been withdrawn
voluntarily, e. ., Sholly 12, others are apparently still open pending
preparation ot new EIA. These, along with the three new contentions
posed by Mr. Sholly based on new information contained in the EIA, are
still before the Board for ruling.

_ _ ._ -. _ -- - ._. . . . _
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in the current round of filings, 3 as an exercise of its indv ata

obligation to ensure coupliance with NEPA and the familaHm of an

adequate administrative record. Alternatively, the Board could

admit contentions and hear evidence pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 551.52(d).

211rd, if the Board doubts hther some of the issues suggested by

the parties are legally cognizable under NEPA, it should ask the

| Ws to brief these issues. Although the Board can pass on the

legality of considering radiological issues, nonradiological issues,

such as socioeconomi.c factors, arguably should be certified to the

Cocmission.

.

-

| 3 The r W th suggests additional deficiencies in the Staff's
| EIA in the substantive cc m ents that follow.

e-, y e y -. v -- wer - -.rw-- - -+g-u. w-g.* r -r == 9 y-r--
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| Substantive Coments

In general, the Cnnr==alth shares Mr. Sholly's concerns regarding

the adeqta./ of the Staff's EIA, and consequently, the basis for

rece-anding issuance of a negative declaration. Adequate coupliance
I

with the Coundssion's NEPA regnlaHms (10 C.F.R. Part 51) is a necessary

prerequisite to M-1 restart, as is coupliance with other NRC regnlaHms.,

I i

| |

NEPA case law varies on the substantive standard applicable to the'

I
issuance of a negative declaration. But it is clear that the Agency

( nest deconstrate that it took a " 'hard look' at the problem, identified
t

j the relevant areas of environmental concern, and made a ' convincing

case' that the inpact is insignh.ficant." Northern Indiana Public
i

Service Co._, supra (quoting Maryland National Cap. Pk. & Pl. Com.

| v. U.S. Postal Service, 487 F.2d 1029, 1039-40 (D.C. Cir. (1973) ).

The Board should assure itself that these standards have been met before

ruling that the EIA submitted by the Staff is adequate.

A brief examination of the approach taken to the preparation of

| the EIA, as defined by the Staff, is indicative of the daf4ciancia*

in the Staff's analysis:

In detaMning the potential effects of the
proposed restart, the Staff re+*ad the
envirnrvneral inpact .of operocion of the M station
as discussed in the FES for thits 1 and 2. This -

re-exdnation included an evaluation of whether
reviously identified environmental inoacts would
m changed in any way should restart be autherned.
The inpacts reported in the 1972 FES are restathlow
and are followed by the present staff evaluation

I of the inpacts associated with the proposed restart.

| EIA, at 3. (enphasis added). Essentially, the staff sinply restates

the environmental 1:rpacts ider4 f4ad in the sumary and conclusion

section of the Decenber 1976 FES (NUREG-Oll2, at B-1), and.

deter =ines that operation of M-1 in itself after restart would not

.. . - . _- - - . _ _ __. - __ , _- . . _ . _
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have significantly different evirnnmmeal inpacts than did operaticn of

M -1 prior to the accident. Since the safety-related physical nodi-

fications to M-1 required after. the araidant are relatively minor

and primarily interior, this point is alnost self-evident. The critical

area of analysis overlooked in many cases by the staff was whether

estimates of previously idanr4%d evironmmeal inpacts have changed

as a result of the M-2 accident, or nore inportantly, whether there

are potatial new environmental inoacts of M-1 operation as a result

of the M-2 accident. 'Ibe three areas identified by Mr. Sholly, as

well as the additional areas of concern noted below, fall into these

categories.

Class 9 Accidents 'Ihe rem, wealth concurs in Mr. Sholly's inter-

pretation of the Cocmission's statement of Interim Policy on Class 9

Accidents. 45 Fed. Reg. 40101 (1980). It is also notable that the two
O

sentences relted upon by the Staff in excluding M-1 from the scope

of this Policy Statement were objected to by tw of the four current

NRC Cocmissioners. 45 Fed. Reg. 40103, fit. 5.

Plant Seoaration 'Ihe Cermnealth raised a nucher of issues during

the litir-. ion of plant separation that deconstrate the need to evaluate

the envirorm men 1 inpacts of concurrent thit 1 operation and Unit 2
.

deconenminntion.

1. No analysis has been performed of potential fuel drop

accidents in the joint thit 1-thit 2 fuel handling

building. Tr. 10,057-59; 10,205.

2. No analysis has been performed of the projected total

radiation dose from Unit 2 cleanup and thit i restart.

. . . _ . -. __ _ _ . . _ _ , __ , _ _ . _ .__. _ _ _ _ - -
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Counsel for the NRC Staff indicated that this analysis would

be pufunad and provided to both the Coexualth

and the Board. Tr. 10,185-191. No such report

has bec di"aminated thus far.

3. Licensee's draft contingency plan provides for onsite storage

of r=dinactive wastes from thit 1 and Unit 2 in the same

facility. This storage is necessitated in part by limitations

on storage in existing licensed burial facilities.

Tr. 10,025-031. The EIA included no analysis of the

environmental effects of additional onsite interim waste

storage, or of the adequacy of long-term offsite disposal

fac414t as for the conbined wastes from Unit 1 operationi

and thit 2 cleanup.

This is not intended to constitute a couprehensive list of plant -

separation-related environomtal inpacts. A cmplete analysis of this

issue needs to be performed by the NRC Staff.

Socioeconomic Inmacts - As noted earlier, only the narrou consideration

of psychological stress was certified to the Cocmission. There are,
| however, a wide range of other sociohc inpacts that resulted from

the IMI-2 accident and that have a bearing on the proposed 3MI-l restart.

These include the costs to state and local gpvew-its for increased

emergency preparedness, the envirnr= meal effects of licensee's alert-
|

notification system, potential adverse effects of evacuation and other

protective actions. (e.g. , business dislocation, depreciated property

values, loss of pay, decreased tourism, commity disruption, etc.).

__ - . _ _- . . - _ _ - - , - . - _ _ - - _ _ _ - . - _ - _ _ -
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Again, this is not intended as a complete list. A thorough analysis

should be performed by the Staff to 4danHfy all such impacts and to

determine whether an EIS is warranted. Surely one of the lessons

law frem the M-2 accident is that these inpacts are no longer too

remote to consider as potential costs of nuclear power generation.
.

Wreover, such soc 4Mc inpacts are clearly part of the " human

envimmmm" anevsed by NEPA analysis. See, e.g., Maryland

National Cap. Pk. & Pl. Conm. v. U.S. Postal Service, suora,

487 F.2d. at 1038-39. Hanly v. Mitchell, 460 F.2d 640, 647 (2d.,

Cir.) cert. den. 409 U.S. 990 (1972); Kansas Gas and Electric Co.

(Wolf Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unic No.1), AIAB 321,

2 Nuc. Reg. Rep. (CCH) 130,061. % (1976).

Construction and Site Develcoment - The Staff concludes sunmarily

in this portion of its analysis that "All construction relating to

Unit 1 which would cause disturbance of land onsite and of adjacent

waters is couplete. No =AA4Hmni construcHm or site development

relating to Unit i restart is occurring or will occur." EIA at 4.
, ,

This statement is blatantly incorrect on its face. For exanple,'

Licensee is constructing an interim staging faciHty for purposes of

storage of wastes from both Unit 1 and Unit 2. Tr. 10,028-029. The

Staff did not analyze the effects of this construction or other construction

that may be required to achieve adequate plant separation.
4

:

i 4 Notably, the " Final Supplement to the Final Envircnmental
Statement" for IMI-2 concluded that "there will be no significant
ace wnic costs inposed on surrounding conmmities due to operaticn !

of 1MI-2." NUREG-Oll2, at 10-1. ;

;

!

i

'

i
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Procedural Coments |

In addition to the substantive coments listed above, the

preparation of the Staff's EIA was notably deficient in terms of the

lack of input from the public and other gpwm=it entities. 'Ihe

council on F2tvb_- r.al Quality's NEPA inplementing regn1=Hms

require the agency to " involve environmental agencies, applicants,
1

and the public, to the extent practicable, in preparing assessments . .. " '

40 C.F.R. 51501.4(b). Similar requirements have been imposed on agencies
i

by the Courts in highly controversial cases. In Hanly v. Kleindienst,

the Court required the agency, before issuing a negative decadaHm,

to "give notice to the public and opportunity to submit relevant facts

which might bear upon the agency's threshold decision." 471 F.2d.

823, 836 (2d. Cir. 1972). Of parHenlav interest to M-1 case, the

Court comented that: .

parHenlarly where ecocions are likely to be
aroused by fears, or rumrs of misinformation,
a public. hearing serves the dual purpose of
enabling the agency to obtain all relevant
data and to satisfy the connunity that its
views have been considered.

471 F. 2d at 835. No such effort was made by the Staff to solicit

| the views either of the public or of other interested gowmmit

| entities.

Conclusion

'me Cacmonwalth is extremely concerned that deficiannias in the

Staff's NEPA review of 'IMI-1 restart will result in additional delay

of the final resolution of the restart question. 'Iberefore, the

|
,

i
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Conm:mealth urges the Board to accept jMadiction over the open

NEPA issues, in order to ensure NRC coupliance with the goals of

NEPA within the context of the restart proceeding.

Re __th11y submitted,

|h,~

I

BOBERT W. ADLER
Attorney for the C - alth

.
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